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ABSTRACT
In this introductory essay to the second of two themed issues,
“(Re)Theorizing Communication Studies from African
Perspectives,” we examine the possibilities created by applying
African perspectives in communication studies. We first overview
the trajectories initiated by previous African communication
scholarship before turning to the applications and interventions
highlighted within this issue. Throughout this issue, we invite our
readers to acknowledge the previous work that has allowed for
African communication studies to be where it is now, and to join
us in supporting the scholars yet to be recognized and the
futures they labor to create.
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The elders are here.

∼ Gloria Nziba Pindi1

We sat in a circle in a conference room, nostalgically imagining sitting beneath a great
tree, grounding us and bringing us together. We were at the National Communication
Association annual convention in November 2021, in a panel entitled “Renewing and
Transforming African/ist Communication in Communication Studies.” We were a
crowd of African scholars gathered together, representing a vast swath of communication
subdisciplines, excited to recognize the history of African communication studies and to
continue laboring to enable its future.

As we spoke of the barriers facing Africans in communication studies, one junior
scholar lamented the lack of guidance for up-and-coming African scholars. Looking
around the room, he asked, “Where are the elders?” Without missing a beat, Gloria
Nziba Pindi responded with gravitas: “The elders are here.” Gesturing toward Eddah
M. Mutua, Joëlle M. Cruz, Godfried A. Asante, and others, Pindi reoriented the conver-
sation toward the past and future present in the room. Toward the potential, rather than
the difficulties. Toward the work that had already been done, the paths forged—by some
sitting in the room as well as others gone before who had created space for them—and the
work that was yet to come from those gathered together now.

Although African thought on communication has long existed, it has failed to be
recognized as a subdiscipline within U.S.-based communication studies until recently.
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That is changing. The elders are here, and the impact of African communication studies
can no longer be denied. The elders are here, and African thought will change the face of
communication studies as the West knows it. Here, we begin to chronicle how.

In this second issue of “(Re)theorizing Communication Studies from African Perspec-
tives,” we turn toward applications of African communication studies to contemporary
social problems, and how they provide alternative modalities to approach such social
problems. We first overview the trajectories initiated by previous African communication
scholarship2 before turning to the applications and interventions highlighted within this
issue. Throughout this issue, we invite our readers to acknowledge and recognize both
previous and contemporary scholarship by African scholars, to foreground the previous
and current scholarly work that has allowed for African communication studies to be
where it is now, and to join us in supporting the scholars yet to be recognized and the
futures they labor to create.

Trajectories of African communication studies

If we pay attention, we can see that the elders are already here. African communication
scholars have significantly contributed to a variety of scholarly investigations of com-
munication, most notably: rhetoric and communication theory,3 health communication,4

intercultural communication,5 cultural and media studies,6 and organizational com-
munication.7 By making the Western-centric bases of communication studies clear,
African contributions have pushed the field to rethink its theories, methodologies, and
praxis.

As communication studies is based in ontological and epistemological assumptions of
anti-Blackness, coloniality, and erasure of African knowledges, African communication
scholars move the discipline in new—and often previously unthinkable—directions. In
our introduction to “(Re)Theorizing Communication Studies from African Perspectives,
Part I,” we outlined three ways that African thought transforms the study of communi-
cation: through liberating personhood, expanding our understandings of relations and
relationality, and opening futures once considered impossible.8 We briefly review
these theoretical potentialities here, before turning to the ways they are currently begin-
ning to be applied.

First, as multiple African scholars have explained, African theories of personhood
offer a means of thinking existence beyond and against colonial conceptions of person-
hood.9 Under African conceptions, a person’s humanity is prefaced and enabled by a dia-
lectic between the individual and community—not only communally, as has been
previously theorized. Thinking from African perspectives thus challenges communica-
tive assumptions of bifurcations between individualism and collectivism, liberal under-
standings of subjectivity, as well as citizenship- and rights-based frameworks.

Second, if personhood is conditioned by relations, then conceptualizing communi-
cation from African perspectives requires expanding understandings of relations and
relationality. Coloniality restricts understandings of relations and their importance to
communication by making persons, actions, and contexts seem individuated and auton-
omous. African communication studies asks us to conceptualize relations beyond logics
of individualism and separability by conceptualizing contexts and organizing through the
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lens of liquidity, attending to different scales of relation, and examining the ambivalence
of the post-colonial African condition.

Third, African communication studies uses understandings of temporality that chal-
lenge Western assumptions of linearity and progress, opening channels to impossible
futures. Specifically, African work creates opportunities for collaborations across differ-
ence that enable us to imagine and create liberatory futures. Thinking within nonlinear
temporalities, if the elders are already here, so too are our futures. How do we honor the
futures of African communication studies that we already hold within us?

Applications of African communication studies

If the previous issue clearly demonstrated how the subfield of African communication
studies asks communication scholars to rethink normative theories and methodologies,
then this issue builds on this groundwork to examine the ways African thought may be
applied to communication research. We focus here on applications that: (1) put alterna-
tive methodologies into action and (2) examine their impacts on communicative practice.
The five articles featured in this themed issue are brilliant applications of African com-
munication studies that provide initial frameworks for exploring the various impacts
African communication studies can have on researching and enacting communication
in order to decolonize and transform the discipline.

We start the issue with Wunpini Fatimata Mohammed’s “Bilchiinsi Philosophy,” in
which she reflects on her recent research in Ghana to argue for the necessity to decolo-
nize how we do research in African and Global South contexts. Focusing on Northern
Ghana as a case study, Mohammed notes that knowledge production on the African con-
tinent has historically been implicated in colonization and imperialism. In this regard,
Indigenous knowledge systems have been devalued, if not completely erased, in service
to systems of knowledge that promote capitalism and imperialism. In response,
Mohammed fashions a way to decolonize methodology in order to create possibilities
that can reimagine liberatory futures. Mohammed does not pay lip service to decoloniza-
tion in this essay; rather, she uses African feminist autoethnography to show communi-
cation scholars how to “indigenize” methodologies when working in communities in
Africa and other Global South contexts.

In “Toward an Ubuntu-Centered Approach to Health Communication Theory and
Practice,” Prisca S. Ngondo and Anna Kylueva reinvigorate the African concept of
ubuntu and outline its theoretical and practical applications to health communication
campaigns and health interventions on the African continent and even in Western set-
tings. Ngondo and Kylueva note that public health challenges during the COVID-19 pan-
demic have greatly exposed the shortcomings of Western-centric health communication
models. They note that the principles of ubuntu—such as inclusivity, tolerance, transpar-
ency, and consensus-building—are what should guide health communication campaigns
to shift attention from individual desires to a collective wellbeing. In this vein, ubuntu not
only should be applied in African contexts, but also can and should be applied in the
West.

Nancy Maingi Ngwu’s “Toward a Fluid, Shape-Shifting Methodology in Organi-
zational Communication Inquiry” advocates for the decolonization of organizational
communication history. She argues that organizational communication’s historical
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narrative has largely been focused on institutionalizing and legitimizing the subfield
through static development narratives that valorize linear time frames. To counter
such monolithic, narrow, and Western-centric views of organizational communication
history, Maingi Ngwu suggests a shift toward fluid, shape-shifting practices of history
that can also produce decolonizing trajectories of the past, present, and future of organ-
izational communication.

Erik Johnson examines the Midnight Speech of the first Prime Minister of Ghana,
Kwame Nkrumah, in “In the Midnight Hour.” Johnson contends that Nkrumah’s mid-
night speech is an act of transfigurative politics, and importantly, offers a blueprint for
thinking through decolonization in Africa and its diaspora.

We wrap up the issue with Eddah M. Mutua, Bala A. Musa, and Charles Okigbo’s
“(Re)Visiting African Communication Scholarship,” in which they map out the possibil-
ities of African communication studies in our contemporary moment. Narrating its past,
present, and possible futures, they note that African communication scholarship requires
constant re-addressing to leverage the creativity and earnestness of all kinds of African
people.

Africa is not static, monolithic, or devoid of theory. African knowledge systems and
communicative patterns that emerge from the interactions between African people,
and with global and local institutions, can reveal both the limitations of neoliberal capi-
talist logics and some African knowledge systems. It is important to note that not all
African knowledge systems offer decolonial possibilities. The misguided use of
“African culture” by political elites in collaboration with U.S. American Christian funda-
mentalists to deny the human rights of LGBTQ Africans is a classic example of how
narrow and monolithic conceptions of “African culture” can reproduce heteropatriarchy.
Thus, as Godfried Asante and Jenna N. Hanchey contend, decolonialization on the
African continent must centralize feminist and queer approaches to prevent the repro-
duction of heteropatriarchal logics reframed as decolonial knowledge.10

With these two themed issues, “(Re)Theorizing Communication Studies from African
Perspectives,” we hope to provoke and invite the kind of innovative and decolonial
research possibilities that communication scholarship is well equipped to pursue. The
elders are indeed here, have long been here, and are here to stay.
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